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Abstract
Background: Olfactory receptor (OR) genes are the largest multi-gene family in the mammalian genome, with 874
in human and 1483 loci in mouse (including pseudogenes). The expansion of the OR gene repertoire has occurred
through numerous duplication events followed by diversification, resulting in a large number of highly similar
paralogous genes. These characteristics have made the annotation of the complete OR gene repertoire a complex
task. Most OR genes have been predicted in silico and are typically annotated as intronless coding sequences.
Results: Here we have developed an expert curation pipeline to analyse and annotate every OR gene in the
human and mouse reference genomes. By combining evidence from structural features, evolutionary conservation
and experimental data, we have unified the annotation of these gene families, and have systematically determined
the protein-coding potential of each locus. We have defined the non-coding regions of many OR genes, enabling
us to generate full-length transcript models. We found that 13 human and 41 mouse OR loci have coding
sequences that are split across two exons. These split OR genes are conserved across mammals, and are expressed
at the same level as protein-coding OR genes with an intronless coding region. Our findings challenge the long-
standing and widespread notion that the coding region of a vertebrate OR gene is contained within a single exon.
Conclusions: This work provides the most comprehensive curation effort of the human and mouse OR gene
repertoires to date. The complete annotation has been integrated into the GENCODE reference gene set, for
immediate availability to the research community.
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Background
Olfactory receptor (OR) genes represent 2 and 5% of the
total number of protein-coding genes in human and mouse
respectively, comprising the largest multi-gene family in
mammalian genomes. ORs are G-protein-coupled receptors
expressed by olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) located in
the olfactory epithelium in the nasal cavity, and bind to
odorants [1]. Each mature OSN expresses only one OR
gene [2], leading to a diverse population of OSNs, each
characterised by the specific OR protein they express. The
olfactory system is tasked with the detection of an immense
number of odorants with widely varying structures, and has
evolved a diverse repertoire of OR genes to do so. OR gene
expansion has been the result of numerous duplication
events, generating clusters of paralogous genes that are
often very similar to each other [3, 4]. This OR gene expan-
sion resulted in high frequencies of recombination,
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translocation, and gene conversion events. However,
OR genes from different subfamilies can substantially
differ in their protein sequence, with similarities as low
as 35% [5]. Annotation of the OR gene repertoire has
therefore been a complex task. Determining ortholo-
gous and paralogous relationships often requires careful
consideration of the sequence identity between closely
related proteins. Furthermore, species-specific expan-
sions of particular OR clades are common [6, 7], and
even within the same species there is genotypic and
haplotypic variation in the encoded OR repertoire
across individuals of a population [8–10].
Currently there are numerous disparities between da-
tabases. For example, MGI reports 1127 protein-coding
and 339 pseudogenised OR loci in the mouse genome,
whereas RefSeq contains only 1108 intact genes and 316
pseudogenes. Furthermore, there are discrepancies as to
whether an OR locus is protein-coding or pseudogen-
ised, as well as on the length of the coding sequence.
Historically, OR coding sequences have been described
as intronless and until recently, most OR genes were an-
notated as single-exon structures. However, transcrip-
tomic evidence from RNAseq studies of the olfactory
mucosa of several mammals has revealed that OR genes
have complex gene structures, with multiple exons and
widespread alternative splicing [11–13]. In this study, we
present the outcome of an extensive expert annotation
effort, to comprehensively characterise the human and
mouse OR gene repertoires, adding previously missed
genes and amending the protein-coding or pseudogene
status of many loci. Additionally, we used RNAseq data
to build gene models for 254 and 1074 human and
mouse OR genes respectively, including 50 and 91% of
the protein-coding repertoires. Most importantly, we
identified 13 human and 41 mouse OR genes that con-
tain an intact coding sequence split across two exons, a
number of which were previously thought to be
pseudogenes.
Results
The OR gene repertoires in the human and mouse
reference genomes
Most OR genes have previously been annotated in silico,
by homology searches based on a small number of ex-
perimentally derived OR sequences, and often include
only the coding region of the gene. In order to compre-
hensively annotate the OR gene repertoires of the hu-
man and mouse genomes, we developed an expert
curation pipeline (Fig. 1; Methods) to identify, annotate,
and refine the gene models for all OR genes. We identi-
fied 874 human and 1483 mouse loci encoding OR genes
and pseudogenes (Table 1; Supplementary File 1). As
previously reported [11–13], a typical OR gene consists
of a short 5′ untranslated region (UTR) composed of
one to six alternatively spliced non-coding exons,
followed by a long exon containing the open reading
frame (ORF) plus a substantial 3′ UTR (Fig. 2).
To identify the OR genes with protein-coding potential,
we manually assessed each locus based on the presence of:
1) an intact intronless ORF encoding a protein between
300 and 350 aa; 2) a predicted seven-transmembrane do-
main structure, which is characteristic of OR genes; 3)
extracellular amino-terminal and intracellular carboxy-
terminal domains; and 4) good cross-species conservation.
Loci that failed at any of these criteria were annotated as
pseudogenes and the pseudogenic coding sequence (CDS)
was defined as the region of the transcript with homology
to the CDS of a functional OR protein. Many genes con-
tained one or more in-frame upstream ATGs (Table 1)
and we identified the ATG most likely to be used for initi-
ation via conservation rather than taking the available lon-
gest ORF. Based on this, we changed the ORF length for
44 human and 90 mouse protein-coding OR genes.
The mouse genome had a much higher proportion of
protein-coding loci (76.9%) compared to human (44.6%).
The average length of the CDS for protein-coding genes
was comparable in both species: 315.4 and 313.9 aa in
human and mouse respectively. However, the pseudo-
genic CDS of pseudogenes was much larger in human
(289.77 aa) than in mouse (220.09 aa), suggesting that
OR gene losses occurred earlier in the mouse (Fig. 2).
We compared our set of annotated OR genes and
pseudogenes to the gene models present in other data-
bases: RefSeq for both species [14], HORDE for human
[15] and MGI for mouse [16]. There were several dis-
crepancies between the existing databases and our re-
sults, but these were much less prevalent for the human
repertoire (1.4% loci were amended, compared to 9% for
mouse), most likely due to HORDE’s extensive analysis
and community feedback program. Based on our in-
depth manual analysis we amended the biotype annota-
tion of 9 human and 46 mouse genes, along with the
identification of polymorphic pseudogenes and inclusion
of completely novel loci, mostly pseudogenes (Table 2
and Supplementary File 1).
Additionally, we identified 41 OR loci present in the
MGI database that could not be uniquely aligned to the
reference mouse genome (Supplementary File 2), prob-
ably due to haplotypic differences and copy number vari-
ation between inbred mouse strains [8]. Similarly,
several OR loci were absent or incorrectly mapped on
the reference human genome. For example, a recent hu-
man segmental duplication (chr15:21534404–22,126,421;
GRCh38) was found to contain a duplicated cluster of
nine OR loci. However, for eight of the nine duplicates,
only one copy was annotated. We therefore added the
missing eight paralogues, two of which were protein-
coding (Supplementary File 1).
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Finally, previous work has shown that a large pro-
portion of the human OR protein-coding repertoire
contains segregating pseudogenes in the population
[10, 17]. Some of these were annotated as unpro-
cessed pseudogenes in the reference genome, but con-
tain variation that resurrects them into protein-coding
genes [5]. We confirmed 16 such cases, previously an-
notated in HORDE, and we identified an additional 3
OR pseudogenes (OR10J3, OR2T7, OR4C45) resur-
rected by a single nucleotide polymorphism. To ex-
tend this analysis to the mouse repertoire, we mined
variation data from the Mouse Genomes Project [18]
and identified 56 polymorphic pseudogenes (OR pseu-
dogenes in the reference annotation that contain
protein-coding alleles in other mouse strains; Supple-
mentary File 1).
In summary, we have comprehensively annotated the
human and mouse OR gene repertoires, correcting errors
from automated pipelines and unifying the criteria used to
define gene biotypes and the coding sequence. In our
view, this effort represents the most accurate catalogue of
human and mouse OR genes available to date.
The non-coding structure of OR genes
To define the UTR structure of OR genes, we performed
reference-guided assembly of RNAseq data from human
and mouse whole olfactory mucosa samples. For mouse,
we used twelve samples from previous studies [11, 19].
For human, we combined data from two independent
studies [12, 20], and sequenced six additional samples to
increase the coverage and representation of the OR
genes (Methods). We visually examined each of the gen-
erated gene models in both species and manually cu-
rated them to remove artefacts and errors (Methods).
We also considered evidence from available mRNAs,
ESTs and PacBio sequences [21] from GenBank. Com-
bined, these experimental data enabled the annotation of
transcript models for 74% of human and 94% of mouse
protein-coding OR loci (Fig. 2). In contrast, only 17% of
human and 12% of mouse OR pseudogenes were tran-
scribed. These transcribed pseudogenes predominantly
corresponded to gene models with minimally disrupted
ORFs, suggesting they have been recently pseudogenised
and still retain the regulatory elements for transcription.
For the remaining OR loci, the number of sequencing
Fig. 1 Olfactory Receptor annotation pipeline. Flow diagram showing the steps taken to annotate all OR loci of the human and mouse genomes.
Specific databases and programs used are indicated in grey. The pipeline consists of two major tasks: 1) curating all available annotation for OR genes,
as depicted on the purple-shaded steps; and 2) integrating transcriptional evidence from RNAseq data and mRNA, EST and PacBio clones, to construct
gene models including untranslated regions, as shown on the blue-shaded steps. Results from both tasks were integrated into a comprehensive
annotation of the human and mouse OR repertoires. These were subsequently added to the GENCODE project. 7TM = seven transmembrane domain
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reads was insufficient to confidently construct a gene
model. Importantly, we note that a fraction of the OR
gene models is likely to be incomplete due to low cover-
age from the RNAseq data. Indeed, when we grouped
the human protein-coding OR genes by length we ob-
served that the majority of genes containing only the
CDS (< 1.1 kb) were expressed at very low levels in all
samples, while those with gene models of > 3 kb were
expressed at moderate to high levels (Fig. 3). Overall,
OR genes ≤3 kb in length had significantly lower expres-
sion than their longer counterparts (Wilcoxon rank sum
test, one-tail, p-value < 2.2e-16), suggesting that their
shorter gene models are the result of insufficient tran-
scriptional data to achieve full-length annotation. This
observation was extended to the mouse repertoire (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1), despite the higher quality and cover-
age of mouse data.
The 5′ UTR was on average 192 bp for human and
391 bp for mouse OR protein-coding transcripts, and
was formed by multiple short exons (Fig. 2, Table 3). In
both species, these 5′ UTR exons were frequently associ-
ated with alternative splicing, with most multi-exonic
genes showing two or more alternative transcripts (60%
for human and 55% for mouse). The majority (~ 62%) of
OR genes had only two alternatively spliced transcripts,
although some had up to nine different splice variants
(Supplementary Fig. 2). In contrast, the 3′ UTR was
much larger, approximately 1.2 kb and 1.8 kb in human
and mouse respectively (Fig. 2, Table 3). A fraction of
the OR loci in both species showed a drop in coverage
across the distal region of the 3′ UTR, suggesting alter-
native polyadenylation sites. In these cases, we used the
longest 3′ UTR supported by transcriptional data in our
transcript models. However, a recent study [22] experi-
mentally validated alternative polyadenylation sites for a
fraction of the mouse OR gene repertoire, validating this
phenomenon.
We also identified a number of readthrough OR loci
that shared the 5′ UTR exon(s) of an upstream gene
which was frequently another OR gene (Table 1, Fig. 4,
and Supplementary Figs. 3–4). In all cases, the splice
junction connecting the two genes was supported by
transcriptional evidence from RNAseq and/or EST and
mRNA sequences. Similarly, both human and mouse
each contained 11 OR loci involved in chimeric tran-
scripts (Table 1). One chimeric transcript predicted an
intact CDS and the remainder predicted either truncated
ORFs or transcripts susceptible to degradation by
nonsense-mediated decay. Finally, an additional 11 OR
loci in human and 36 in mouse overlapped with at least
one other gene on the same strand (Table 1). Most of
these were remnants of OR pseudogenes completely em-
bedded within the 3′ UTR of protein-coding genes.
As noted previously [13], a large proportion of the
protein-coding OR genes had additional ORFs upstream
of the iATG (referred to as uORFs): 54.6% in human
and 86.1% in mouse (Table 1). A lower fraction had an
in-frame uATG, 13.6 and 21.5% of the human and
mouse protein-coding repertoires, respectively (Table 1).
Both uORFs and uATGs have been shown to downregu-
late translation [23, 24].
Protein-coding OR genes with coding sequences split
across two exons
We have previously reported some mouse OR tran-
scripts contain a predicted intact ORF encoded across
two exons [11]. We therefore analysed all mouse OR
transcripts to identify potential full-length ORFs inter-
rupted by an intron (Methods). Only cases where the
initiation methionine and splice junction were conserved
in the orthologous sequences of other mammals were
considered; for OR genes that lacked orthologues the
closest paralogues were used instead.
We identified 47 mouse OR transcripts (from 41
genes) satisfying these criteria (Supplementary File 3),
which we will refer to as split OR genes (Fig. 5 and Sup-
plementary Fig. 5). Nine of these mouse split OR genes
had an orthologous split OR structure in human. We
identified an additional four split OR genes in the hu-
man repertoire that lacked a mouse orthologue, bringing
the total of human split OR genes identified to 13 (Sup-
plementary File 3). In both species, the split OR genes
Table 1 OR loci in the human and mouse genomes. The
number of gene biotypes (protein-coding or pseudogenised),
proportion of protein-coding genes containing an uORF
(upstream open reading frame) and/or uATG (upstream
methionine codon), and the subtype (unprocessed,
polymorphic or unitary) of the pseudogenes are shown (mouse
unitary pseudogenes were not determined) Also, the number of
OR loci with exons that overlap the exon(s) of an adjacent gene
on the same strand. Overlapping loci represent genes that
either share 5′ UTR exon(s) or are readthrough transcripts
predicting a chimeric protein
Human Mouse
Total 874 1483
Protein-coding 389 (44.5%) 1141 (76.9%)
uORF 212 (54.5%) 986 (86.4%)
uATG 53 (13.6%) 245 (21.5%)
Pseudogene 485 (55.5%) 342 (23.1%)
Unprocessed 448 (92.4%) 286 (83.6%)
Polymorphic 19 (3.9%) 56 (16.4%)
Unitary 18 (3.7%) NA
Overlapping loci 29 54
Shared 5′ UTR exons 7 7
Chimeric protein 11 11
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were scattered across the genome, found in 7 and 10 dif-
ferent chromosomes in human and mouse, respectively.
In > 90% of the split OR genes (44/47 in mouse and 12/13
in human), the intron was inserted into the extracellular
N-terminal domain or within the TM1 region. The aver-
age size of this intron was 3841.3 bp (range 1384–7585
bp) for human and 3413.1 bp (range 550–22628 bp) for
mouse (Supplementary File 3), and this was not signifi-
cantly different from the length of the most 3′ intron of
OR genes with their CDS contained within a single exon
(the most 3′ intron is generally the intron preceding the
CDS; Wilcoxon rank sum test, two-tails, p-value = 0.2847).
We could not identify any distinct sequence features in
the intron sequences of the split OR genes compared to
their intronless counterparts, including repeat element
composition.
We observed two classes of split OR transcripts. The
first consists of loci previously biotyped as pseudogenes
because they lacked a conserved iATG or N-terminal
domain (Fig. 5a). These features were recovered in the
adjacent exon and were subsequently amended to
Fig. 2 Structure and length of OR gene features. Barplots of the longest transcript for each OR gene, split by 5′ untranslated region (UTR), coding
sequence (CDS) and 3′ UTR, in kilobases. Genes are ordered by decreasing total transcript length. Genes have been split into protein-coding (top)
and pseudogenes (bottom), and by species (human on the left, mouse on the right). For pseudogenes, the CDS region of the barplot
corresponds to the pseudogenic CDS. Above the barplot, a representative schematic of the OR gene structure; exons are shown as boxes and
introns as connecting lines. Above the exons, bars indicate the number of genes with the corresponding number of exons; single-exon
transcripts are rightmost, containing the CDS, and increasing number of exons progress to the left. The pie chart indicates the proportion of
genes that are protein-coding or pseudogenised. iATG = initiation methionine of the open reading frame
Table 2 Number of human and mouse OR genes with
amended biotype annotation, extended UTR structures (based
on both GenBank and RNAseq data), and number of loci added
or removed from the reference genome annotation
Amendment Human Mouse
Pseudogene to protein-coding 7 42
Protein-coding to pseudogene 2 4
Polymorphic pseudogenes 4 56
Polymorphic to unprocessed pseudogene 2 0
UTR structure added/extended 345 1109
Protein-coding 287 1076
Pseudogene 58 33
Novel OR genes (pseudogenes) added 2 (6) 1 (17)
OR pseudogenes removed 2 3
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protein-coding. The second class comprises loci with alter-
natively spliced transcripts, some with the ORF contained
within a single exon whilst others have the ORF split across
two exons. These represent OR genes encoding isoforms
with variable N-terminal domains. Interestingly, we also
found a locus in the mouse genome with two annotated
OR pseudogenes that, upon inspection of the RNAseq data,
revealed a single gene (ENSMUST00000216180.1) with an
intact coding sequence split across two exons, interrupted
by repetitive sequences (Fig. 5b). The human orthologue
(OR5BS1P), as well as orthologues from other mammals, all
showed the same intact ORF split across exons.
Split OR genes were expressed at similar levels to
protein-coding genes but significantly higher than pseu-
dogenes (Wilcoxon rank sum test, one-tail, p-value <
1 × 10–7; Fig. 5c) suggesting that the split OR genes may
Table 3 Mean ± standard error for the longest transcript per locus
Human Mouse
Before curation After curation Before curation After curation
Protein-coding
5′ UTR 33.1 ± 4.0 bp 191.9 ± 17.32 bp 59.3 ± 4.3 bp 390.74 ± 11.9 bp
CDS 318 ± 1.8 aa 315.4 ± 0.43 aa 314.7 ± 1.0 aa 313.9 ± 0.17 aa
3′ UTR 63.12 ± 11.9 bp 1166.36 ± 91.53 bp 37.1 ± 5.9 bp 1831.82 ± 46.68 bp
Number of exons 1 to 5 (mean 1.07) 1 to 6 (mean 1.69) 1 to 5 (mean 1.2) 1 to 7 (mean 2.33)
Pseudogene
5′ UTR 22.6 ± 14.3 bp 46.1 ± 8.42 bp 185.7 ± 132.9 bp 60.64 ± 26.32 bp
Pseudogenic CDS 289.2 ± 8.7 aa 289.8 ± 3.02 aa 253.8 ± 18.3 aa 220.1 ± 5.67 aa
3′ UTR 4.94 ± 2.4 bp 154.27 ± 28.39 bp 12.1 ± 5.3 bp 79.69 ± 21.24 bp
Number of exons 1 to 2 (mean 1.0) 1 to 5 (mean 1.21) 1 to 4 (mean 1.2) 1 to 5 (mean 1.36)
Fig. 3 Short OR gene models are likely to be incomplete due to low expression levels. Violin plots of the mean expression levels for all human
protein-coding OR genes grouped by length. The coloured bars at the bottom indicate the range of gene lengths included in each group. The
median (circle) ± one standard deviation (vertical line) is indicated in grey. Expression levels are per kilobase (kb) of gene length. Genes with
shorter gene models are expressed at significantly lower levels than those of 3 kb or larger, suggesting their models are incomplete
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encode functional OR proteins. We reasoned that one
way to assess whether split OR genes are functional
would be to identify single mature OSNs that express a
single split OR gene at high levels [25, 26]. To this end, we
performed single-cell RNAseq on 33 manually picked sin-
gle GFP-expressing OSNs from heterozygous OMP-GFP
gene-targeted mice [27], with OMP being a marker for
mature OSNs. Each of these 33 OSNs expressed a differ-
ent OR gene abundantly and, generally, this OR gene was
within the top five most highly expressed genes in the cell
(~ 53,910 ± 31,099.2 normalised counts; mean ± standard
deviation; Fig. 5d). Interestingly, two of the 33 OSNs
expressed a split OR gene (Olfr718-ps1 or Olfr766) at
levels comparable to those of intronless OR genes in the
other 31 OSNs, and the levels of the second highest
expressed OR genes were hundreds to thousands times
lower (Fig. 5d). Thus, the two cells expressing Olfr718-ps1
and Olfr766 were indistinguishable from the other 31
Fig. 4 Some OR genes share 5′ UTR exons. (a) Transcript models for two human OR genes. Exons are depicted as boxes and introns as
connecting lines. The arrowheads indicate the direction of transcription. The coding sequence is represented by taller, darker blue boxes. OR51E2
contains transcripts that splice across to the most 5′ exon of the adjacent OR51C1P gene. (b) Coverage plot of the aggregated RNAseq reads
from this study (top; 9 samples) and from Olender et al. (bottom; 4 samples). Lines represent splice junctions and the number of supporting reads
are indicated. (c) Further support for the splice junction spanning both genes can be found in several mRNA and EST clones deposited to
GenBank; accession numbers are indicated. For each sequence, the red boxes represent alignments to the reference genome. (d) Same as in A-C
but for the orthologous genes in the mouse genome. The sharing of 5′ UTR exons is supported by mRNA and EST clones from GenBank (derived
from non-olfactory tissues), but is not observed in the RNAseq data from olfactory mucosa. The coverage plot is from the mouse RNAseq data of
all 12 samples together
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OSNs in terms of expression in the OR gene repertoire,
suggesting that they encode functional OR proteins.
Finally, in order to determine the evolutionary history of
the split OR genes, we built phylogenetic trees for all
human and mouse protein-coding OR sequences (Fig. 5e-
f). In mouse, there were 23 independent insertion events
of an intron into the ORF. Nine of these occurred within
phylogenetically related small clusters of OR genes (two to
Fig. 5 Some OR genes have an intron within the coding sequence. (a) Example of three mouse OR loci (Olfr1174-ps, Olfr1175-ps and Olfr1177-ps)
previously annotated as pseudogenes due to the lack of a conserved iATG. However, an iATG can be found in the upstream exon, producing an intact
open reading frame of ~ 320 amino acids. Below the gene models, the coverage track for the combined RNAseq data from all mouse samples (n =
12), along with the number of reads supporting each exon junction. (b) At the top, previous annotation showed truncated ORFs of two OR
pseudogenes. We identify an intact ORF spanning the two loci with strong support from the RNAseq data. Below is the nucleotide sequence around
the splice junction, for mouse and the corresponding orthologues in other mammals. At the bottom is the multiple alignment of the protein
sequences for the same species with conserved amino acids in blue and variable ones in red. The splice junction is conserved. (c) Boxplots of the
average counts for all protein-coding and pseudogene OR genes, plus those that become protein coding after considering ORFs containing an intron
(split), for human (top) and mouse (bottom). The split OR genes are expressed at similar levels to protein-coding loci, and significantly higher than
pseudogenes. Wilcoxon rank sum test, one-tail. ns = not significant; *** p-value < 1 × 10–7. (d) Boxplots of the expression levels of the five most highly
expressed OR genes in each of 33 single mature OSNs. Values for each cell are indicated, coloured following the scheme from C. Values for cells
expressing split OR genes are shown as triangles. All 33 mature OSNs express one OR gene at very high levels (1st); expression then drops rapidly by
several orders of magnitude. The split OR genes (orange) are expressed at the same levels as the other protein-coding genes, and can similarly induce
monogenic expression. (e) Phylogenetic tree of all protein-coding human OR genes. The split OR genes are highlighted in orange and yellow; the
latter correspond to genes with two protein-coding isoforms, one split ORF and the other ORF contained within a single exon. Asterisks indicate ORs
within clades that previously contained only pseudogenes. (f) Same as E but for the mouse protein-coding OR genes
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four members), all with a common single-exon OR ances-
tor gene that gained the intron. Importantly, eight of the
split OR genes belonged to clades initially believed to en-
compass only pseudogenes. All the human split OR loci
were phylogenetically independent events.
Discussion
In this study, we have assessed every OR locus in the hu-
man and mouse reference genomes, taking great care to
ensure consistency of their annotation within and be-
tween species. For each OR gene we have considered
structural features as well as protein conservation across
mammals to determine protein-coding potential and to
define the coding sequence. This Ensembl-HAVANA
curation project therefore provides the most comprehen-
sive catalogue of OR genes in human and mouse, with a
uniform set of criteria determining biotype and feature
annotation of all OR genes.
Annotation of full-length OR transcript models
Accurate and complete annotation of the OR gene struc-
ture requires transcriptomic data. In the last few years
several datasets have been generated from mouse olfac-
tory mucosa samples and used to reconstruct full-length
OR transcripts [11, 13]. However, a lack of integration of
these results into genome browsers and their associated
databases has limited their dissemination and inclusion
into olfactory studies. We have now evaluated the tran-
script models generated by in silico assembly of the
RNAseq data to generate a high-quality set of expertly
curated gene models. We have included these into the
GENCODE reference gene set, making them widely
available to the research community.
Annotation of the human OR gene repertoire has
proved more challenging, mostly due to the difficulty in
obtaining high-quality olfactory mucosa samples from
humans. To date, there are very few studies that have se-
quenced the transcriptome of human olfactory mucosa
samples [12, 20]. Olender et al. [12] annotated transcript
models for a hundred OR genes, representing only 11.5%
of the complete repertoire, from human biopsy samples.
We have produced six additional high-quality transcrip-
tomes from human surgical samples of olfactory mucosa,
and combined with the previous resources, generated ex-
tended gene models for 254 OR genes, including 49.9% of
the protein-coding OR loci, a ~ 2.5-fold increase. Further
evidence from mRNA and EST clones supported gene
models for an additional ~ 25% of the protein-coding OR
loci, which lacked RNAseq data. Nonetheless, many of the
models are still incomplete and contain limited represen-
tation of the untranslated regions, with only around a
quarter of the protein-coding models longer than 3 kb.
The insufficient data for most OR genes is due to their
low representation in whole-tissue transcriptomes. In
order to obtain full-length gene models, it will be neces-
sary not only to increase the number of human samples
available, but to implement targeted approaches (such as
[21, 28]) that can enrich for OR transcripts specifically.
The fraction of the repertoire with full-length gene
models suggests some interesting observations. First, there
are several cases of 5′ UTR exon sharing with neighbour-
ing genes (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. 3–4). Some of
these, however, are only supported by mRNA and EST
data that was obtained from non-olfactory tissues, and
there is no evidence of exon sharing in the RNAseq data
from olfactory mucosa samples (Fig. 4d). This observation
suggests that some of the transcripts involving two OR
genes might be expressed in a tissue-specific manner, out-
side the olfactory system. For example, OR51E2, which
contains an isoform including the 5′ UTR exon from
OR51C1P (Fig. 4a), is highly expressed in prostate epithe-
lium and has been identified as a biomarker for prostate
cancer [29]. Secondly, we observed alternatively spliced
transcripts with an intron truncating the ORF. And, lastly,
we also noticed alternatively spliced transcripts that com-
pletely skip the coding exon, resulting in transcripts that
contain only non-coding sequence. All these might be in-
volved in regulation of OR expression and/or translation.
OR genes encoded across two exons
Contrary to the dogma held in the field since 1991 that ver-
tebrate OR genes are encoded within a single exon [1], we
have identified 13 human and 41 mouse OR genes with a
coding region split across two exons. Some of these loci
only satisfy all criteria to be considered protein-coding
when the two exons are taken into account and have thus
been considered pseudogenes until now. Most of the cases
we identified are well conserved across mammalian evolu-
tion; such strong evidence of purifying selection together
with their high, protein-coding-like expression levels,
support their classification as protein-coding. Furthermore,
we found two of 33 single mature OSNs expressed a split
OR gene at high levels, similar to levels of the OR genes
with intronless coding regions expressed in the other 31
single mature OSNs. Taken together, these data strongly
support that split OR genes encode functional receptor pro-
teins, equivalent to intronless OR genes.
It is very likely that there are many other split OR genes
in both the human and mouse genomes that remain unan-
notated due to our stringent filtering criteria. We have ex-
cluded any cases where a downstream highly conserved
methionine produces an ORF of correct length coded
within a single exon; it is still possible that the split ORF is
translated, but proteomic data will be necessary to confirm
this. Additionally, in many cases the sequence encoded in
the upstream exon is very short, which makes it difficult to
identify the orthologous region in other mammals to es-
tablish whether the starting methionine and splice junction
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are conserved. In these cases, we rejected the split isoform.
Finally, we identified a set of pseudogenes only lacking part
of the N-terminal domain; these could be split OR loci but
since they lack transcriptional data we have not been able
to define upstream exons.
Also intriguing is that several of the genes with a split
ORF have an alternative isoform encoded within a single
exon. Thus, these split OR genes contain two different
protein isoforms, with slightly different N-terminal do-
mains. Although some of these differ by only a few
amino acids (three to 15), several have stretches of
around 30 amino acids that are not common between
the two isoforms. One of these genes, Olfr55, was cap-
tured in two mature OSNs previously sequenced
through single-cell transcriptomic approaches [30]. In
these mature OSNs both transcript isoforms are mono-
allelically expressed at high levels within a single
neuron [30], raising the possibility that both proteins are
translated. Further work will be necessary to establish
the functional relevance of this phenomenon.
Conclusion
This expert curation effort provides the most compre-
hensive annotation of the human and mouse OR gene
repertoires available to date. All annotated gene models
have been integrated into the GENCODE reference gene
set, which is available through the commonly used
Ensembl and UCSC genome browsers. This enables the
research community to immediately benefit from this
work and provides a unified reference set that can be
used by everyone.
Methods
Olfactory receptor gene annotation pipeline
The expert OR gene annotation pipeline is summarised
in Fig. 1. Manual annotation was performed in our in-
house Otter annotation system (Genome Research Ltd.
https://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/otter), which em-
ploys the ZMap graphical user interface [31, 32]. We
started by retrieving all annotated OR genes in the hu-
man and mouse genomes from RefSeq [14] (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/), MGI [16] (http://www.
informatics.jax.org/), and HORDE [15] (https://genome.
weizmann.ac.il/horde/), a database of human OR gene
sequences [33]. Most OR genes are arranged in clusters
along the genome, which are prone to duplication and
recombination events that lead to the expansion of the
repertoire. To identify any missing OR loci, we first ex-
tracted all genomic sequences with an annotated OR
gene or gene cluster, along with the flanking 500 kb. We
then used dotter [34] to compute the alignment of a few
representative OR genes from each extended genomic
region. These were visualised as dot matrix plots and
allowed the identification of any matches that were not
already annotated as OR genes. These putative novel OR
loci were included in the corresponding OR gene reper-
toires for downstream analyses.
For each OR locus, we performed cross-species conserva-
tion analyses, including human, mouse, cow, sheep, cat,
donkey, shrew, mole, guinea pig, elephant, dog, sheep, rat,
chimp, gorilla, orangutan, marmoset, lemur, bushbaby, tar-
sier, baboon, bonobo and/or gibbon. These analyses served
to determine the biotype (protein-coding or pseudogene)
and, if necessary, amend the length of the coding sequence
(CDS) and/or splice sites sourced from the databases.
Specifically, unambiguous orthologues were identified by
performing a BLAT search [35] of the protein sequence of
each OR gene in the UCSC browser [36]; if none were
found, the closest paralogue(s) was used instead. When
alternative open reading frames (ORFs) were present, we
favoured the initiation codon (iATG) with highest conser-
vation. An alternative protein isoform for a locus was cre-
ated if it had a predicted intact ORF, conserved OR
topology and high identity to known annotated isoforms.
OR loci that contained an intact ORF were then sub-
jected to transmembrane topology predictions using
HMMTOP [37], TMPred [38] and TMHMM Server v 2.0
[39]. OR genes with an intact ORF of at least 300 aa, with
a predicted seven-transmembrane domain structure (char-
acteristic of OR proteins), an extracellular N-terminus and
intracellular C-terminus were biotyped as protein coding.
For loci without an intact ORF, those with three or
fewer disruptions were checked against NCBI dbSNP
database [40] and The Mouse Genomes Project cata-
logue of mouse strains variation [18], to assess whether
there were reported single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) that restored an intact, full-length ORF. Restored
loci were annotated as polymorphic pseudogenes. The
remaining disrupted loci were designated as unprocessed
pseudogenes. For the human pseudogenes, where a syn-
tenic one-to-one protein-coding orthologue could be un-
equivocally established in the mouse (GRCm38) or dog
(Broad CanFam3.1) genomes, the locus was annotated as
a unitary pseudogene instead. We did not perform this
analysis for the mouse repertoire since the large number
of very closely related paralogues makes it difficult to es-
tablish unequivocal orthologous relationships. For all
pseudogenes, the pseudogenic CDS was determined
using protein homology with existing protein-coding
ORs. This was achieved using multiple alignments that
were visualised in the Blixem browser [41], with the gen-
omic coordinates for homologous regions to protein-
coding OR genes manually determined.
The second part of the annotation pipeline involved
the use of RNAseq data from human and mouse olfac-
tory mucosa samples to assemble mapped reads into
transcript models using Cufflinks (see next section for
details). Each annotated OR locus was visualised in the
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Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) [42, 43] guided by
Ensembl and/or HORDE annotation, along with the
Cufflinks gene models and RNAseq data from all sam-
ples combined together. Evidence from any available
mRNA and/or EST clones from GenBank (irrespective
of their tissue of origin) was also considered, where the
alignment was best-in-genome. Each Cufflinks model
was manually assessed, revealing numerous inaccuracies
which were corrected using bespoke in-house software
(https://gitlab.com/olfr/olfr_transcript_model_curation).
Briefly, short (1–3 bp) read overhangs at splice junctions
incorrectly generated non-canonical splice sites; spliced
reads were often misaligned, with a short portion of the
read mapping to a close paralogue instead of the target
gene, resulting in erroneous chimeric transcript models;
the 3′ and 5′ termini predictions were often extended
too far, and thus UTRs were always terminated when
coverage dropped below 3 reads; and, finally, failure to
account for drops in coverage due to low complexity re-
gions (often found within OR gene UTRs [13]) resulted
in premature termination of the transcript model.
For highly expressed loci, only the most abundant
transcript models were retained. For a fraction of OR
genes, we observed a drop in the average read depth to-
wards the end of the 3′ UTR, suggesting the possibility
of alternative 3′ termini. In these cases we used the lon-
gest UTR in our transcript models. We also took a con-
servative approach to define the 3′ UTRs of genes in
close proximity on opposite strands, often terminating
the transcripts where read depth differences occurred
between the two loci.
Where no Cufflinks models were predicted for OR
loci, we checked whether there was enough evidence
from the RNAseq data to manually build transcript
models. To build a transcript model we required con-
tiguous overlapping reads (except in low complexity re-
gions), support from a minimum of 3 RNAseq reads
spanning the splice junctions, and defined the UTR ends
when read depth dropped below 3 reads.
All transcript models were integrated into Zmap [31,
32] using Annotrack [44] and constitute our final annota-
tion of the complete human and mouse OR gene reper-
toires. We refer to this annotation as Ensembl-HAVANA,
which was then integrated into the Ensembl/GENCODE
reference gene set [45, 46] that is available through the
Ensembl (release 98 onwards) and UCSC (human release
32 and mouse release M23 onwards) genome browsers.
As both Ensembl and UCSC genome browsers import in-
formation from other datasets (e.g., RefSeq), some genes
contain additional transcript models not included in the
curated dataset from this paper (e.g., Olfr240-ps1, dis-
cussed in this paper). We have provided both a detailed
table with every annotated transcript in both species (Sup-
plementary File 1) and GTF annotation files including
only the Ensembl-HAVANA curated human (Supplemen-
tary File 4) and mouse (Supplementary File 5) OR gene
models.
RNAseq datasets
For mouse, we used previously published data from two
studies [11, 19] comprising RNAseq of whole olfactory mu-
cosa samples of adult (8–10 weeks old) male and female
C57BL/6 J mice (12 samples in total, 6 from each sex). Raw
data were retrieved from the European Nucleotide Archive
(ENA, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena) from projects PRJEB1365
[11] and PRJEB5984 (samples ERS658588, ERS658589,
ERS658590, ERS658591, ERS658592 and ERS658593) [19].
For human, we used data from two published studies
comprising RNAseq of olfactory mucosa biopsy samples
(three male samples from [20]; two male and two female
samples from [12]). Raw data were retrieved from the
European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA, https://ega-
archive.org/) study EGAS00001001486 [20] and from
NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/geo/) project GSE80249 [12].
An additional six human olfactory mucosa samples were
collected and sequenced to increase the coverage of the
human repertoire, as previously described [20]. Briefly,
samples were collected from male patients undergoing
endoscopic sinus surgery in Leuven, Belgium, for resection
of an adenocarcinoma. During the procedure, olfactory
mucosa of the contralateral (healthy) side was harvested
from the olfactory groove. Collected tissue was stored in
RNAlater and shipped to the Max Planck Research Unit
of Neurogenetics (Frankfurt, Germany) for further pro-
cessing. For one patient the sample was divided into three
samples (samples 10–12), and each was processed separ-
ately. Thus, there was a total of six samples from four dif-
ferent patients (Supplementary File 6). All patients
provided written informed consent according to the study
protocol, approved by the Medical Ethical Committee on
Clinical Investigations at the University Hospitals of Leu-
ven on 23 April 2014 (S5648).
RNA was extracted using the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Then, mRNA
was prepared for sequencing using the TruSeq RNA
sample preparation kit (Illumina) with a selected frag-
ment size of 200–500 bp. Samples were multiplexed to-
gether and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 to
produce paired-end 100 bp sequencing fragments. All
raw data have been deposited in the EGA under acces-
sion EGAS00001001486.
RNAseq data processing and analysis
Human and mouse RNAseq data were aligned to the
corresponding reference genomes (GRCh38 for human
and GRCm38 for mouse) using Tophat version 2.0.13
[47], with default parameters. Mapped reads were used
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to perform reference-guided transcript assembly with
Cufflinks version 2.2.1 [48] with default parameters,
guided by Ensembl annotation, version 85 for human
and version 83 for mouse [49]. For the mouse data, Cuf-
flinks was run on every sample and the results were
compiled into a unique set of gene models using Cuff-
merge. For the human data, we increased the coverage
of OR genes by merging all 9 samples from Saraiva et al.
(2019) [20] and this study into one BAM file. Similarly,
the four samples from Olender et al. (2016) [12] were
merged into a second BAM file. Each of these files were
then used as input for Cufflinks. The two sets of gene
models were kept separate and curated in parallel.
Gene expression levels for the mouse repertoire were
taken from [19] Fig. 2 - source data 1 (https://doi.org/10.
7554/eLife.21476.006). For the human repertoire we ap-
plied the same methods as in [19]. Briefly, we obtained
the number of fragments mapped to each gene using the
script htseq-count (mode intersection-nonempty; HTSeq
version 0.6.2 [50]), using Ensembl annotation version 95,
which contains the Ensembl-HAVANA curated OR
models [51]. To account for differences in sequencing
depth between samples, raw counts were normalised
using the method implemented in the DESeq2 package
[52]. Further normalisation to account for differences in
the proportion of OSNs per sample was performed using
the method proposed by Khan et al. (2013) [53]. This
consists of using the geometric mean of five genes
expressed specifically in OSNs (ADCY3, ANO2, OMP,
CNGA2 and GNAL) to compute a size factor to scale the
normalised counts of OR genes. The code used to ana-
lyse the data can be found in https://github.com/xibarra-
soria/ORgeneAnnotation_HAVANA. The normalised
counts for the human OR repertoire are provided in
Supplementary File 6.
Data processing, statistical analyses and plotting were
performed in R [54] (http://www.R-project.org).
Identification of OR open reading frames split across two
exons
Having defined full-length gene models for a large portion
of the mouse OR gene repertoire, we reanalysed the
resulting transcripts to check if any showed evidence for
full-length multi-exonic ORFs. We focused our analysis
on the mouse repertoire since it contains a much higher
number of full-length gene models. We used an ad hoc
script (https://gitlab.com/olfr/olfr_multi_exon_orf_finder/
tree/master) to identify all transcripts whose longest pre-
dicted ORF spanned multiple exons and encoded a pro-
tein greater than 300 aa. The resulting list of 202 different
transcripts (171 genes) was filtered to remove transcripts
that had a second conserved in-frame ATG downstream
of the splice site that still generated a protein of more than
300 aa. We further removed any transcripts that had
deletions in the seven transmembrane domains (assessed
from a multiple alignment of all receptors) as these are
likely to be pseudogenes. Finally, to increase the likelihood
of retaining functional proteins, we only selected genes
whose orthologues had a conserved starting methionine
(i.e., in the same relative position). This procedure resulted
in a list of 58 candidate transcripts with a split ORF. Each
was manually curated to ensure that the predicted ORF
satisfied all of the criteria described above to be biotyped
as protein-coding. We further required good conservation
of the splice junction in the orthologous loci in other
mammals, or in the closest paralogues if an orthologue
could not be found. The transcripts that satisfied all these
requirements are detailed in Supplementary File 3, which
also contains the corresponding human orthologues with
conserved split ORF structures.
Single-cell RNAseq of mature mouse olfactory sensory
neurons
We dissected whole olfactory mucosa from two male
and two female three-day old heterozygous OMP-GFP
mice (B6;129P2-Omptm3Mom/MomJ, The Jackson La-
boratory, Stock # 006667) [27] that were backcrossed 10
times with C57BL/6 animals, designated as OMP-GFP
(B6-N11). The dissected tissue from all animals was
pooled, minced and then enzymatically digested in HBSS
without Ca2+ and Mg2+, supplemented with 44 U/mL
dispase (Invitrogen), 1000 U/mL collagenase type II
(Invitrogen) and 10mg/mL DNaseI (Roche), for 15–20
min at 37 °C with agitation. Digested tissue was centri-
fuged at 0.4 × 1000 rcf for 5 min and washed twice in
HBSS without Ca2+ and Mg2+. The dissociated cell sus-
pension was passed through a series of filters: 100 μm
(Falcon), 70 μm (Flacon) and 20 μm cell strainers (pluri-
Select). The final dissociated cells were resuspended in
0.5% BSA in PBS without Ca2+ and Mg2+. Single cells
were isolated using a Nikon Narishige microinjection
setup under a fluorescence Nikon TE300 microscope.
GFP fluorescence was verified on a flat screen using NIS
Elements v4.5 software (Nikon) in order to ensure only
GFP-positive cells were selected. Isolated cells were
washed twice and then pipetted into a 0.2 mL tube,
which was immediately frozen on dry ice.
Single-cell cDNA libraries were prepared using
SMART-Seq v4 (Clontech) according to the manufac-
turer’s recommendations. Briefly, single cells were lysed
and reverse transcription was performed with SMART-
Seq v4 Oligonucleotide and SMARTScribe Reverse Tran-
scriptase to generate nearly full-length cDNA libraries. Li-
braries were purified twice with AMPure XP system
(Beckman Coulter) to minimize primer dimers. The size
of the libraries was checked on high-sensitivity DNA chips
(Agilent); cells with abundant short cDNA (average size <
1.3 kb) were discarded. Purified cDNAs were used to
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construct libraries for sequencing using the Nextera XT
DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina) according to
manufacturer’s recommendations. Briefly, cDNAs were
fragmented to ~ 300 bp, followed by PCR amplification
with index primers. Libraries were purified with AMPure
XP system (Beckman Coulter), normalised and pooled
with different i7 indexes. Pooled libraries were sequenced
on the Illumina HiSeq X Ten platform, to produce 150 bp
paired-end fragments (Novogene Co., Beijing). Raw data
have been deposited to Array Express (https://www.ebi.ac.
uk/arrayexpress/) under accession number E-MTAB-
8285.
Sequencing reads were mapped to the mouse reference
genome (GRCm38) using STAR [55] version 2.6.0c, with
parameters --outFilterMismatchNmax 6 --outFilter-
MatchNminOverLread 0.5 --outFilterScoreMinOverLread
0.5 --outSAMtype BAM SortedByCoordinate --outFilter-
Type BySJout --outFilterMultimapNmax 20 --alignSJover-
hangMin 8 --alignSJDBoverhangMin 1 --alignIntronMin 20
--alignIntronMax 1,000,000 --alignMatesGapMax 1,000,000
--outSAMstrandField intronMotif --quantMode Gene-
Counts. We guided the mapping with Ensembl annotation
version 93 [56] that includes the Ensembl-HAVANA OR
gene annotation. We enabled STAR’s quantification mode
to obtain the number of fragments mapped to each gene.
All 34 cells but one showed good performance on
quality-control statistics (library size, percent of reads
mapping to mitochondrial reads, and number of genes de-
tected); the failed sample had a much lower number of
genes detected compared to all other samples and was re-
moved from the analysis. Raw counts were normalised
with the algorithm implemented in the Bioconductor
package scran [57]. For each single cell, we visually
inspected the alignments of all OR genes expressed at 30
or more normalised counts. When clear mapping artefacts
were detected, the counts of the corresponding OR gene
were set to 0. Details of this procedure along with the
code used to analyse the data can be found in https://
github.com/xibarrasoria/ORgeneAnnotation_HAVANA.
Phylogenetic analysis of protein-coding ORs
To reconstruct the phylogenetic relationship between ORs
we first aligned the protein sequences of all protein-
coding genes. For the human repertoire we used MUSCLE
[58], which can handle up to 500 sequences (https://www.
ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/ [59]), and for mouse we used
CLUSTAL Omega [60], which aligns up to 2000 se-
quences (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/ [59]).
A phylogenetic tree was constructed from the resulting
multiple alignments using the BIONJ algorithm [61] (a
modified neighbour-joining procedure), in Phylogeny.fr
[62] (http://www.phylogeny.fr/one_task.cgi?task_type=
bionj). The resulting trees were visualised with the Inter-
active Tree of Life tool [63] (http://itol.embl.de).
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Additional file 1 Supplementary Fig. 1 | Same as Fig. 3 but for
mouse protein-coding genes. Supplementary Fig. 2 | ORs have sev-
eral isoforms per gene. Barplots of the number of genes with the indi-
cated number of different transcript isoforms. Genes have been split into
protein-coding (top) and pseudogenes (bottom), and by species (human
on the left, mouse on the right). Supplementary Fig. 3 | Same as Fig. 4
but for the additional mouse OR genes that share a 5′ UTR exon with a
neighbouring gene. mRNA, EST or PacBio clones supporting splice junc-
tions between the two genes are indicated above the corresponding
transcript. Supplementary Fig. 4 | Same as Fig. 4 but for the additional
human OR genes that share a 5′ UTR exon with a neighbouring gene.
mRNA, EST or PacBio clones supporting splice junctions between the two
genes are indicated above the corresponding transcript. Supplementary
Fig. 5 | Additional example of a split OR gene. On chromosome 7,
Olfr682-ps1 was annotated as a pseudogene, but we identified an open
reading frame (ORF) spanning two exons that codes for a 311 aa protein.
This gene is a polymorphic pseudogene that, in the reference genome,
contains a frameshift in the C-terminal domain (purple transcript); how-
ever, several mouse strains contain a 2 bp indel at position 105,126,541
that restores the correct frame. The splice junction and protein sequence
are conserved in several mammals, including dog, cow and sheep.
Olfr682-ps1 has a close paralogue, Olfr680-ps1, which shares 97% identity
at the protein level. Whereas Olfr680-ps1 lacks transcriptional evidence,
we used the conservation with Olfr682-ps1 and other mammals to anno-
tate a full-length split transcript structure.
Additional file 2 Supplementary File 1 | Table with all the human
and mouse OR genes in the Ensembl-HAVANA annotation. For each gene
we provide their official gene symbol, chromosomal location, description,
biotype and associated Ensembl identifier (version 98).
Additional file 3 Supplementary File 2 | List of mouse OR genes
present in MGI that cannot be placed in the mouse reference genome.
Additional file 4 Supplementary File 3 | List of curated human and
mouse split OR genes.
Additional file 5 Supplementary File 4 | GTF annotation file with all
curated human OR transcript models from the Ensembl-HAVANA
annotation.
Additional file 6 Supplementary File 5 | GTF annotation file with all
curated mouse OR transcript models from the Ensembl-HAVANA
annotation.
Additional file 7 Supplementary File 6 | Metadata for the human
samples analysed, and normalised counts for human OR genes.
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